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a b s t r a c t
We investigate the effect of costly punishment in a trust game with endowment hetero-
geneity. Our findings indicate that the difference between the investor and the allocator’s
initial endowments determines the effect of punishment on trust and trustworthiness.
Punishment fosters trust only when the investor is wealthier than the allocator.
Otherwise, punishment fails to promote trusting behavior. As for trustworthiness, the
effect is just the opposite. The higher the difference between the investor and the alloca-
tor’s initial endowments, the less willing allocators are to pay back. We discuss the consis-
tency of our findings with social preference models (like inequality aversion, reciprocity),
the capacity of punishment (i.e., the deterrence hypothesis) and hidden costs of punish-
ment (i.e., models of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation). Our results are hardly coherent
with the first two (inequality aversion and deterrence), but roughly consistent with the
latter.
Crown Copyright  2016 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the
CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction
We study the different effects of punishment on trust and trustworthiness in the presence of endowment heterogeneity.
Trust and trustworthiness determine economic performance at the macro level and grease the wheels of governments
(Arrow, 1974; Bachmann & Zaheer, 2006; Gambetta, 1988; Knack & Keefer, 1997). At the micro level, they both play an
essential role in a variety of strategic environments such as incomplete contracts, the hold-up problem or the principal-
agent relationship, which may include sequential investment decisions (e.g., the purchase of a good in which the seller
chooses the quality of the product after the buyer bought it).
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Starting with Berg, Dickhaut, and McCabe (1995), trust has been studied as a stylized two party sequential game where a
trustor (the investor) unconditionally invests in the first stage of the game. Any amount invested is multiplied before a trus-
tee (the allocator) unilaterally decides how much to give back. Because the sub-game perfect equilibrium under the assump-
tion of purely self-interested subjects is that allocators will return nothing to investors, the investor’s decision has been
usually identified in the literature as the level of trust, whereas the level of trustworthiness (or reciprocity) has been fre-
quently measured by the allocator’s payback.
The determinants of trust and trustworthiness have been extensively studied in the laboratory (see Eckel & Wilson, 2011;
Johnson & Mislin, 2011; Cooper & Kagel, 2016 for recent surveys), albeit most studies do not explicitly investigate how to
foster them.1 Recent theoretical work from anthropology and evolutionary game theory highlights the positive effects of indi-
vidually costly punishment on cooperation (Boyd, Gintis, Bowles, & Richerson, 2003; Fehr & Fischbacher, 2003; Hauert, Traulsen,
Nowak, Brandt, & Sigmund, 2007; Olcina & Calabuig, 2008). Laboratory experiments do also suggest that sanctions significantly
increase contribution to public goods games (Chaudhuri, 2011), even between strangers (Fehr & Gächter, 2002).
Although the potential benefits of sanctions on trust-governed interactions like the ones described above seems straight-
forward (e.g., by using sticks (punishment) principals might increase the cooperation of their employees, and buyers may get
higher quality products from sellers, trying to elude sanctions), the literature on the effects of punishment on trust and trust-
worthiness is still scarce (see Fehr & List, 2004; Fehr & Rockenbach, 2003; Houser, Xiao, McCabe, & Smith, 2008; Rigdon,
2009). Rigdon (2009) is the first paper in which punishment comes at a cost for investors. Punishment significantly increases
trust only when it is very effective or relatively cheap for investors; i.e., when investors spending one token results in large
losses for allocators.2 In settings where punishment is costless for investors, and punishment is weak in that the cost of receiv-
ing punishment is smaller than the benefit of violation, the experimental evidence suggest that punishment crowds out trust-
worthiness, as allocators might be less likely to reciprocate when they get threats from investors (see Fehr & List, 2004; Fehr &
Rockenbach, 2003; Houser et al., 2008).3
Experimental evidence on the effect of endowment heterogeneity on punishment effectiveness is much more scarce.
Endowment heterogeneity is a crucial and common feature in most real life settings, like principal-agent relationships or
bargaining situations with a monopolistic seller and competitive buyers. One simple example of how endowment hetero-
geneity may affect the efficacy of costly punishment is to consider the strategic dilemma faced by someone building a
new house, and finding the outcome unsatisfactory. In the absence of a budget constraint, hiring a good lawyer to sue the
builder is both an available option, and a credible threat. If resources are scarce, the balance between your resources and the
builder’s company size will most likely determine the extent to which you can effectively punish the builder. Endowment
heterogeneity (rather the mere existence of sanctions, and its technology) thus becomes a relevant determinant of the dam-
age you can credibly inflict to the builder.
In this paper, we investigate the effect of endowment heterogeneity on trust and trustworthiness in a controlled labora-
tory experiment. We give the investor the possibility of punishing the allocator at a cost, and systematically manipulate the
distribution of initial endowments. When sanctions are available, trust could increase because the investor may anticipate
the allocator will fear sanctions. Arguably, the allocator will be more or less afraid depending on the magnitude of the inves-
tor’s endowment, relative to the allocator’s one. If the investor is much wealthier than the allocator, we say that the inves-
tor’s capacity of punishment is high because the investor can destroy most of the allocator’s payoff investing a relatively
small share of her own payoff. Alternatively, the allocator will fear sanctions relatively less if she is wealthier than the inves-
tor, and the investor’s capacity of punishment of the investor is low.4 As a result, the effect of sanctions on trust and trust-
worthiness could very reasonably be mediated by differences in initial endowments. Interestingly enough, endowment
heterogeneity also changes other features of the trust game by exogenously introducing an unequal distribution of resources.
Inequality aversion may generate strong behavioral reactions to non-reciprocal behavior in some endowment distributions,
critically affecting the likelihood of punishment.
We test four different predictions in our experiment. The first one is related to the existence of social preferences. Both
inequality aversion and reciprocity predict an effect of endowment heterogeneity in the trust game, as we will explain below
(Coleman, 1990; Rodriguez-Lara, 2014; Smith, 2011; Xiao & Bicchieri, 2010). Secondly, the deterrence hypothesis assumes
that punishment increases both trust and trustworthiness, with the effect of punishment being non-decreasing with the
1 McCabe, Rigdon, and Smith (2003), Cox (2004), Cox, Kerschbamer, and Neururer (2014) or Ashraf, Bohnet, and Piankov (2006) specifically attempt to
analyze the different motivations behind trust and reciprocity, including the role of intentions and the importance of altruism and expectations on behavior.
2 The low-punishment treatment in Rigdon (2009) is such that investors need to spend 1 unit of their endowment to reduce the allocator’s payoff in 1 unit,
whereas the allocator’s payoff is reduced in 3 units in the high-punishment treatment.
3 In these setups, investors that are allowed to punish choose the amount they send to the allocator and a desired payback. If the desired payback is very
large, this might be perceived as unfair by allocators, and therefore less money is returned. When investors refrain to fine, allocators are more likely to return a
higher amount. Thus, the allocators’ willingness to fulfill the investors’ desired back-transfer depends negatively on the investors’ requested amount, as well as
on the investors’ decision on the fine. Allocators also look at the investor’s intention and whether or not the cost of receiving punishment is smaller than the
benefit of violation (Houser et al., 2008). We decided not to include a desired-back transfer in our setting with punishment because contracts, even if they are
not binding, can foster trust (Abbink, Irlenbusch, & Renner, 2000).
4 At the same time, the impact of sanctioning institutions on trust is capped by the necessity of keeping enough resources to make the threat of sanctions
credible. When the investor is wealthier than the allocator, the investor can invest relatively more and still keep resources to make the punishment credible.
Note that in a linear public good game a cooperator always has the chance of punishing free riders with the returns of her investment in the public good. For the
study of punishment in other recent bilateral settings, where punishment is less unequivocal than in the public good game see Abbink et al. (2000), Bolle,
Breitmoser, and Schlächter (2011) or Nikiforakis, Oechssler, and Shah (2013).
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difference between the investor and the allocator’s endowments (i.e., trust and trustworthiness should increase monotoni-
cally with the investor’s capacity of punishment, as defined above).5 Our third hypothesis relies on the hidden costs of punish-
ment. Fehr and Rockenbach (2003), Fehr and List (2004) and Houser et al. (2008) experimentally show that sanctions may crowd
out voluntary reciprocation in the trust game; in other words, punishment may backfire if incentives are not well designed, gen-
erating a detrimental effect on trust and trustworthiness.6 We cautiously follow Gneezy et al. (2011) or Gneezy and Rustichini
(2000b) and test a non-linear relationship: a negative effect of punishment if the capacity of punishment is low, and a positive
effect on trust and trustworthiness when the investor’s capacity of punishment is high.7 Finally, we use our within-subject
design to test the lasting effect of incentives, which assumes that eliminating punishment will have a negative effect on trust
and trustworthiness, especially when the investor is wealthier than the allocator.
Overall, our findings are hardly coherent with theories of inequality aversion or the deterrence hypothesis, but are
roughly consistent with an explanation based on the theory of the hidden cost of punishment (i.e., based on the interaction
of intrinsic and extrinsic motivations). In summary, we observe that endowment heterogeneity per se has no effect on the
levels of trust and trustworthiness without punishment, even when investors send a smaller proportion of their initial
endowment when they receive a large one. When punishment is available, it generates a significant effect on trust only when
the investor is wealthier than the allocator. In line with the existence of an interaction between intrinsic and extrinsic moti-
vations, a high capacity of punishment (an endowment favorable to the investor) prevents any crowding-out effect when
punishment is available. When it is no longer an option, trust is significantly reduced only when the capacity of punishment
is high, in line with our lasting effect of incentives hypothesis. Contrary to our predictions, punishment actually increases
trustworthiness as a rule with one exception: when the investor’s endowment is high. We conclude that endowment hetero-
geneity may have very different effects on investors and allocators, as their intrinsic and extrinsic motivation may be affected
differently. In line with the results schemed in this summary, punishment generates efficiency losses except when the inves-
tor’s endowment is high.
We contribute to the current literature by studying the different effects of punishment on trust and trustworthiness when
endowment is heterogeneous. This is the first paper, to our knowledge, that investigates how the efficacy of punishment is
affected by endowment heterogeneity in the trust game.8 We also investigate how endowment heterogeneity affects investors’
choices when punishment is not allowed. We extend the analysis of Coleman (1990), Xiao and Bicchieri (2010), Smith (2011)
and Rodriguez-Lara (2014), as they focus on the role of social preferences in allocators’ behavior without punishment. Our paper
also contributes to the debate on ‘‘pay-enough-or-do-not-pay-at-all”, discussed in Gneezy and Rustichini (2000a) and Gneezy
et al. (2011) measuring the effect of punishment on intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in a bilateral game where endowment
heterogeneity determines the capacity of punishment. Finally, our within-subject design is such that subjects play with and
without punishment in each of the sessions. Since we control for the order in which treatments are implemented, we analyze
how subjects react when incentives are introduced, and removed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our trust game with punishment and provide a non-
formal definition of the capacity of punishment, which relies on the endowment heterogeneity. We discuss the experimental
design in Section 3. In Section 4 we discuss the behavioral predictions and present the experimental hypotheses. The results
are summarized in Section 5. Section 6 presents final remarks and relates our findings with previous research in other envi-
ronments, where the effects of incentives on individual behavior are analyzed.
2. The trust game with punishment
Consider the bilateral trust game (Berg et al., 1995) in which the investor (subject a) decides how much of her endow-
ment ea P 0 to send to the allocator (subject b), who is initially endowed with ebP 0. The experimenter triples any amount
X in [0, ea ] that the investor sends to the allocator, so that the allocator receives 3X. He can then return to the investor any
amount Y in [0,3X]. The subjects’ payoffs are obtained as follows:
paðea;X;YÞ :¼ ea  Xþ YP 0 ð1Þ
pbðeb;X;YÞ :¼ eb þ 3X YP 0 ð2Þ
5 Although the deterrence hypothesis is mainly used to investigate if crime decreases in deterrent incentives (i.e., the severity and the probability of the
punishment), it is presented as a behavioral hypothesis in Gneezy and Rustichini (2000b). In our view, this hypothesis is somehow related to models of social
preferences (e.g. Dufwenberg & Kirchsteiger, 2004; Falk & Fischbacher, 2006; Fehr & Schmidt, 1999; Rabin, 1993), which assume that some subjects in the
population are selfish, whereas others have social (or other-regarding) preferences. The latter might display reciprocal behavior, being conditional punishers:
they are willing to punish opportunistic behavior from their partners when the cost of punishing is not too high. When punishment is more effective (see
Nikiforakis & Normann, 2008; Rigdon, 2009) the impact of punishers on aggregate behavior is higher, and cooperation in the population increases.
6 This crowding out effect of incentives on intrinsic motivation has been documented in field and laboratory experiments in different settings (see, among
others, Deci, Koestner, & Ryan, 1999; Frey, 1997; Gneezy, Meier, & Rey-Biel, 2011; Gneezy & Rustichini, 2000a, 2000b).
7 Gneezy et al. (2011) and Gneezy and Rustichini (2000b) argue that incentives may be detrimental only if they are not large enough (e.g., when a fine is
imposed to late-coming parents, Gneezy and Rustichini (2000b) find that parents tend to arrive even later, probably because the fine was perceived to be ‘‘too
low”).
8 See, for example, Korenok, Millner, and Razzolini (2012) or Chowdhury and Jeon (2014) for evidence in the dictator game, Armantier (2006) for the
ultimatum bargaining and Cherry, Kroll, and Shogren (2005) or Reuben and Riedl (2013) for the public good game.
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We extend the game above and introduce a punishment-phase in which we allow the investor, after observing the interim
payoffs pa and pb, to destroy part of the allocator’s payoff at a cost 1: k. This means that for every P monetary units that the
investor loses from pa, the allocator loses kP monetary units from pb. So k can be interpreted as the effectiveness of punish-
ment (i.e., k is the factor by which punishment reduces the allocator’s payoff). This modification yields the following payoffs:
paðea;X;Y;PÞ :¼ ea  Xþ Y  P ¼ pa  PP 0 ð3Þ
pbðeb;X;Y;PÞ :¼ eb þ 3X Y  kP ¼ pb  kPP 0 ð4Þ
Note that by assuming that payoffs cannot be negative, pi P 0 for i 2 {a,b} we impose a constraint on the investor’s pun-
ishing behavior. If the investor wanted to destroy the allocator’s interim payoff completely, she would need to spend an
amount P0 P 0 such that:
kP0 ¼ eb þ 3X Y ð5Þ
But given the effectiveness of the punishment (k) and the interim payoffs (pa, pb), the maximum punishment that the
investor can inflict is given by P = min{pa, pb=k}. Thus, the share of the allocator’s interim payoffs pb that the investor
can destroy with her own interim payoff pa is given by:
k  pa
pb
¼ k  ðea  X þ YÞðeb þ 3X  YÞ ð6Þ
which is larger than 1 if the investor can destroy the allocator’s payoffs completely (i.e., P0 P P).
Nikiforakis and Normann (2008) and Rigdon (2009) studied the central role played by punishment effectiveness in
achieving more efficient outcomes. In our setting this translates into fixing the value of the initial endowments (ea and
eb) to study the effects of k > 0 on subjects’ behavior. In our experimental design explained below, we shall keep the effec-
tiveness of punishment constant to focus on the effects of endowment heterogeneity.
One aspect that worth noting from Eq. (6) is the relationship between the different endowments and the maximum share
that the investor can destroy. When the investor is wealthier than the allocator, the investor can destroy the allocator’s pay-
off with a small share of her own payoff; i.e., punishing the allocator is relatively cheap. We then say that the investor has a
high capacity of punishment when the investor is wealthier than the allocator. In sharp contrast, it is relatively expensive for
the investor to punish the allocator when the allocator is wealthier than the investor. We hereafter say that the capacity of
punishment of the investor is low when the allocator is wealthier than the investor.9
3. Experimental design and procedures
Four experimental sessions were run at the Laboratory for Research in Experimental Economics (LINEEX), University of
Valencia. We recruited a total of 96 subjects (24 per session) using the electronic recruitment system of the laboratory.
All subjects were business and economics undergraduate students with no experience in similar experiments. The experi-
ment was conducted using the z-Tree software (Fischbacher, 2007).
At the beginning of each session, we randomly assigned subjects a fixed role (namely, subject a or subject b). Each subject
went then through a sequence of eight one-shot games with two different treatments: No Punishment (NOPUN) and Pun-
ishment (PUN). Each treatment consisted of four rounds in which subjects with different roles were matched in pairs. Sub-
jects interacted with each other using a perfect-stranger protocol within treatments, as they never made more than one
decision with the same pair in the same treatment, and a partner protocol across treatments (NOPUN and PUN).10 To see
how subjects react to the possibility of punishment, we control for order effects, i.e., subjects played either NOPUN or PUN first
in half of the sessions.
Subjects received at the beginning of each treatment (PUN or NOPUN) a printed copy of the experiment instructions.11
Instructions were read aloud by the session monitor and subjects were allowed to ask any question in private before starting
the treatment. We minimized the probability of subjects missing how payoffs were generated with a pre-experimental quiz.
Each round subjects received an initial endowment of ei 2 {10,40} Experimental Currency Units (hereafter, ECUs), for i 2
{a,b}. After knowing the distribution of endowment for the round (ea, eb) 2 {(10,10), (10,40), (40,10), (40,40)}, the investor
(subject a) had to decide the amount of ECUs that she wanted to send (if any) to the allocator (subject b). This amount
was tripled and then received by the allocator who decided how much to return.
The treatment PUN included a punishment stage in which the investor had the possibility of sending ‘‘points” to the allo-
cator after knowing the (interim) payoffs (i.e., value-laden terms were avoided and we did not use the word punishment in
the instructions). Sending one point to the allocator cost 1 ECU to the investor and decreased allocator’s payoff in 3 ECUs (i.e.,
k = 3). This corresponds to the high-punishment treatment in Rigdon (2009). To facilitate the computation of the final
9 The interested reader in a more formal definition of the capacity of punishment can consult Appendix B.
10 Each session consisted of 24 subjects, divided in 3 groups of 8 subjects. Within each group, 4 subjects were assigned the role of investors (subject a) and 4
subjects were allocators (subject b). Subjects from different matching groups never interacted with each other throughout the session.
11 A translated version of the instructions is available in Appendix A. This contains further details about the experimental design (including some screenshots).
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payoffs, the investor decided the points to be sent to the allocator using an slider bar that ranged from 0 to P, where P = min
{pa,pb=3}. By moving the bar, the investor received information about the final distribution of payoffs associated to her
choice. The investor could move the sliding bar as many times as she wanted; her decision had to be confirmed by clicking
a button at the bottom of the screen.
In both treatments, subjects played the four different distributions of endowment and were informed about their payoffs
in the round before being re-matched. We control for the order in which distributions were played so that subjects did not
play the distributions in the same order within or across treatments. Instructions informed subjects that they would receive
at the beginning of each round ‘‘an amount of ECUs that can be either 10 or 4000 and that the amount that she gets ‘‘does not
need to coincide with the amount of ECUs received by the other player”, although subjects always knew both amounts before
taking their decision. We chose not to inform subjects that they would play the four distributions of endowments so as to
avoid that subjects ‘‘smoothen out” incentives across distributions.12
At the end of the session one of the two treatments (PUN or NOPUN) was randomly selected to pay subjects.13 Subjects
received on average 15 Euros (Exchange rate: 10 ECUs = 1 Euro). Each session lasted around 1 h and a half, and included a brief
questionnaire at the end of the two treatments that was used to collect demographic and other information to be used as con-
trol variables in the econometric analysis.
4. Behavioral predictions and experimental hypotheses
We note that the difference between the investor and the allocator’s endowment is positive in the distribution (40, 10), in
which the investor is wealthier than the allocator. In the distribution (10, 40), the difference is negative because the allocator
is wealthier than the investor. In distributions (10,10) and (40,40), the difference is zero because both the investor and the
allocator are endowed with the same amount. We use these last two distributions as a natural control for the size of stakes
(Johansson-Stenman, Mahmud, & Martinsson, 2005).
Different behavioral models make different predictions depending on the difference between the investor and the allo-
cator’s endowment. The self-interest model, for example, assumes that subjects are exclusively motivated by their material
payoff. Trust and trustworthiness will not be sensitive to endowment heterogeneity, as they will be zero in all distributions.
Costly punishment will never occur regardless of the difference between the investor and the allocator’s endowment. This
predicted outcome is not only inefficient but in sharp contrast with the observed behavior in previous laboratory experi-
ments (Cooper & Kagel, 2016; Eckel & Wilson, 2011; Johnson & Mislin, 2011 survey these results).
There are other behavioral theories that provide more reasonable predictions on the effects of punishment under endow-
ment heterogeneity. In what follows, we present different hypotheses on the effect of punishment with endowment hetero-
geneity. The first one in Section 4.1 deals with social preferences, in particular with inequality aversion and reciprocity.
Section 4.2 is related to deterrence, and states that punishment should be beneficial for trust and trustworthiness, regardless
of the distribution. We discuss the prediction of models on the hidden cost of punishment (i.e., intrinsic and extrinsic moti-
vation) in Section 4.3. Our hypothesis for the order in which treatments are implemented is presented in Section 4.4. In Sec-
tion 4.5 we present the behavioral hypotheses for the investor’s willingness to punish in each of the distributions. Section 4.6
summarizes our testable hypotheses and highlights the differences between all the models discussed in this section.
4.1. Social preferences
Models of inequity aversion (e.g., Bolton & Ockenfels, 2000; Fehr & Schmidt, 1999) predict that endowment heterogeneity
will affect the investor and the allocator’s behavior in the trust game. In particular, for any possible endowment ea 2 {10,40},
the inequality-averse investor should send a greater or equal amount when the allocator’s endowment is low (eb ¼ 10) com-
pared with the amount sent when the allocator’s endowment is high (eb ¼ 40). Along these lines, when the investor is
wealthier than the allocator, any amount send will reduce inequality, whereas any amount sent when the allocator is
wealthier than the investor will induce more inequality. As a result, higher levels of trust are expected when the investor’s
endowment increases.14 As for trustworthiness, these arguments predict that the inequality-averse allocator should return an
amount that depends negatively on the difference in the initial endowments (Ciriolo, 2007; Smith, 2011; Xiao & Bicchieri,
2010).15 When punishment is allowed, the inequality-averse investor will punish more harshly to wealthier allocators to reduce
12 Subjects could not decide to refrain from punishing if their capacity is low to do it more harshly when their capacity was high as subjects only knew that
endowments may change across rounds, but were unaware that all of them would play the four distributions.
13 We decide to pay a whole treatment rather than a round to avoid extreme variance in subjects’ payoffs -e.g., if round 1 was selected for payment, we would
had some subjects who played the distribution (10,10) and subjects who played with (40,40) in that round. By paying one treatment, we ensure that each
subject received the money that she accumulated over the four distributions. We could have also paid only for every decision or one random round, although all
these methods (including the one we chose) have pros and cons but can be accepted upon different assumptions on preferences. See Azrieli, Chambers, and
Healy (2014), Cox, Sadiraj, and Schmidt (2014), Harrison and Swarthout (2014) for a discussion along these lines.
14 Our predictions in this section assume that either the investor or the allocator is inequality-averse. Otherwise, investors will send everything to allocators
in all the distributions (to generate efficiency gains) and allocators will then pay back to reduce payoff inequalities.
15 If we follow Ciriolo (2007) or Xiao and Bicchieri (2010) and assume that the inequity averse allocator wants to equalize payoffs, we can equalize equations
(1) and (2) in Section 2 to see that the allocator should return an amount Y ¼ f ðX; eÞ ¼ 2X þ ðeb  eaÞ=2, therefore changing the initial distribution of
endowments should affect the allocators’ behavior.
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payoff inequality.16 This behavior, in turn, reinforces the pattern of trustworthiness described above, which is in contrast with
the prediction of reciprocity, where the levels of trustworthiness should not be affected by the possibility of punishment or the
difference in the initial endowments.17
Hypothesis 1 (Inequality-aversion and endowment heterogeneity). Inequality-aversion predicts that the level of trust will be
decreasing on the allocator’s endowment and that the investor sends more when she is wealthier than the allocator.
Trustworthiness should decrease when the investor is wealthier than the allocator, both without and with punishment.
4.2. The deterrence hypothesis and the positive effects of punishment
The higher the severity (and the probability) of the punishment the smaller the incentives for an agent to undertake the
action that is subject to the sanction. This behavioral hypothesis, referred to as the deterrence hypothesis in Gneezy and
Rustichini (2000b), is the first one that we want to test in our trust game, where the deterrence incentives are determined
by the investors’ capacity of punishment (see also Gneezy et al., 2011). This, in turn, can be related in our setting to endow-
ment heterogeneity.
Hypothesis 2 (The deterrence hypothesis). (a) The levels of trust and trustworthiness are higher with punishment than
without punishment. (b) Once we allow for punishment, the levels of trust and trustworthiness are non-decreasing with the
difference between the investor and the allocator’s endowment.18
4.3. Models of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation: the hidden cost of punishment
In the trust game, the intrinsic motivation for the investor relates to her willingness to trust. Punishment may have a
direct ‘‘incentive effect” by altering subjects’ extrinsic motivation, making investors more willing to trust. It may also have
an indirect and opposite psychological effect on intrinsic motivation, crowding out the incentivized behavior. In line with
Gneezy et al. (2011), we expect for the incentive effect to dominate the crowding-out effect when endowment heterogeneity
favors the investor (i.e., if the stick is sufficiently big).19 Otherwise, punishment will crowd-out intrinsic incentives and will
result in a decrease of the level of trust.
Models on intrinsic and extrinsic motivation should operate also for the allocator and his willingness to reciprocate. Expli-
cit incentives might signal distrust in a principal-agent relationship (Benabou & Tirole, 2003; Ellingsen & Johannesson, 2008;
Falk & Kosfeld, 2006). In our game, allocators can perceive as unfriendly the possibility of punishment, what might produce a
shift from positive reciprocity to negative reciprocity. This rationale identifies the negative effect of punishment on the allo-
cator’s intrinsicmotivation. There is, however, an incentive effect that operates in the opposite direction and predicts that the
allocator will be more willing to pay back as the difference between the investor and the allocator’s endowment increases
(again, when the stick is sufficiently big).
Hypothesis 3 (Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation). (a) A crowding-out effect may offset any incentive effect linked with a
boost of extrinsic motivation, decreasing of trust and trustworthiness. (b) The incentive effect dominates the crowding-out
effect when the difference between the investor and the allocator’s endowment (the investor’s capacity of punishment)
increases.
Thus, models based on the conflicting existence of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation will not predict that punishment
always fosters trust and trustworthiness. The relationship between the capacity of punishment and the levels of trust might
be non-monotonic.
4.4. The order effect: the lasting effects of incentives
The literature on intrinsic and extrinsic motivation highlights that behavior may be affected not only by current incen-
tives but also by the incentives offered previously (see Gneezy & Rustichini, 2000b). Our experimental design allows us to
16 If we equalize equations (3) and (4), use the value of k = 3 and rewrite the expression, we find that the investor who wants to equalize final payoffs will
choose an amount of punishment bP ¼ X2  Y þ ðebea Þ2 P 0, therefore endowment heterogeneity plays a role in their decision to punish. We note that decisions in
the trust game are also relevant for the inequality-averse investor in that the more the investor (allocator) decided to send (return), the more (less) harshly the
punishment will be.
17 As defined in Coleman (1990) or Ciriolo (2007), reciprocity implies that allocators should pay back what they have received from investors Y ¼ f ðXÞ,
therefore changing the initial distribution of endowments or allowing for punishment should not affect their behavior.
18 In a dynamic theoretical model, Olcina and Calabuig (2008, 2015) show that the levels of trust and trustworthiness increase with the capacity of
punishment. In their setting, this capacity of punishment is given by the value of k, which is exogenous given in that the maximum proportion of the allocators’
payoff that investors can destroy is not determined by differences in initial endowments but by the legal system of the country.
19 In our game, there exists an additional feature that reinforces this prediction: the credibility of punishment is partially determined by trusting behavior.
Because the investor has to build up her own capacity of punishment, she may want to reduce the amount sent in order to make the punishment more credible.
This credibility effect would reduce, and would naturally be weaker, when the investor is wealthier than the allocator.
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study possible crowding out and lasting effects caused by the introduction or the extinction of the punishment mechanism.
The idea is that ‘‘once incentives are removed, people may pursue the desired outcome less eagerly” (p. 192, Gneezy et al., 2011).
In our setting, any increase in extrinsic motivation due to the possibility of punishment might have an additional lasting or
long run effect decreasing future intrinsic motivation, apart from the possible short-run crowding-out effect on intrinsic
motivation. The intensity of incentives indeed matters to determine how intrinsic and extrinsic motivation are affected
(Gneezy et al., 2011). The stronger is the crowding out effect due to high-powered incentives, the larger is the lasting effect
on intrinsic motivation. Because incentives are related to endowment heterogeneity through the capacity of punishment in
our setting, we expect that removing punishment will negatively affect the investor and the allocator’s behavior, especially
when the investor is wealthier than the allocator.
Hypothesis 4 (Lasting effect on intrinsic motivation). When punishment is removed, the level of trust and trustworthiness
will decrease, especially if the difference in endowment is in favor of the investor.
4.5. Punishment likelihood
Previous models provide some useful predictions on the effect of endowment heterogeneity on the investor’s willingness
to punish. Models of inequality aversion, for example, propose that investors will be more willing to punish when allocators
are wealthier than themselves to reduce payoffs inequality. In sharp contrast, investors’ willingness to punish may depend
on its implementation cost. Investors then should punish more when wealthier than allocators. Finally, reciprocal investors
should not consider endowment heterogeneity but the levels of trust and trustworthiness to determine their behavior.
Reciprocal investors should punish more if what they receive back is a small amount relative to what they sent, regardless
of the relative level of endowments.
Hypothesis 5 (Punishing behavior). Inequality aversion predicts that punishment will be more pervasive when the allocator
is wealthier than the investor. Models that rely on the capacity of punishment, however, predict the opposite. As for
reciprocal investors, their decision to punish should not be affected by endowment heterogeneity.
4.6. Testable predictions: summary
Our experimental design allows us to test two inequality-aversion clear-cut predictions on the effect of endowment
heterogeneity: (i) allocators will return less when investors are wealthier, and (ii) investors will punish more when alloca-
tors are wealthier.
The experimental results can also be used to disentangle between the competing predictions of the deterrence hypothesis
and models on intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in two different ways: (i) Whereas the deterrence hypothesis predicts a
positive effect of punishment on trust and trustworthiness, models on intrinsic and extrinsic motivation allow for non-
monotonicity (e.g., punishment backfires), and (ii) introducing punishment should (should not) decrease trust according
to models on intrinsic and extrinsic motivation (the deterrence hypothesis).
5. Results
In this section, we present our main experimental results. We study the investor’s behavior in Section 5.1. The allocator’s
behavior is presented in Section 5.2. We discuss the efficiency of punishment, and briefly comment on the investor’s pun-
ishing behavior in Section 5.3.
Since investors might differ in their endowment and in order to make meaningful comparisons on their behavior, we use
the investment ratio (x) as the measure of trust (see Johnson &Mislin, 2011; Smith, 2011). This is defined as the proportion of
the initial endowment that the investor sends to the allocator (X/ ea). The level of trustworthiness (y) is defined in our paper
by the return ratio; i.e., the proportion of the received amount that the investor decides to return (Y/X).20
5.1. The investor’s behavior
5.1.1. The effects of endowment heterogeneity on trust
We examine in this section how the investor behaves by examining the effect of punishment on trust. We present an
overview of our data in Fig. 1, where we plot the distribution of trust in both treatments by considering each possible dis-
tribution of endowments separately. We group the data considering investors who transfer between [0–10%], (10–25%], (25–
50%] and (50–100%] of their initial endowment. The descriptive statistics are given in the table below the figure, where we
20 This is a good measure of reciprocity in that a return ratio smaller than 1 (larger than 1) indicates that the allocator gives back to the investor less than
(more than) what he has received. We note, however, that all our findings are robust if we consider instead the proportion of the generated surplus that
allocators return (Y/3X) as a measure for reciprocity (Ashraf et al., 2006; Chaudhuri & Gangadharan, 2007).
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report the average level of trust and the standard deviation (in brackets). The table includes the results of the t-test and the
Wilcoxon signed-rank that compare the level of trust in each distribution with and without punishment.
We can use the investor’s behavior in the absence of punishment test inequality aversion. If investors were inequity
averse, they would send more when the allocator’s endowment is low, which does not seem to be the case. There is no sta-
tistical difference between the amounts sent in (10, 10) and (10, 40) (p-value = 0.372) or between the amounts sent in (40,
10) and (40, 40) (p-value = 0.942), contrary to inequality aversion that predicts less (more) trust when the allocator’s endow-
ment increases. Indeed, our findings indicate that investors trust more when allocators are wealthier than they are. For
example, investors are more likely to send nothing in the (40,10) distribution, compared with the (10, 40) distribution (p-
value = 0.032).21
Although we reject the prediction based on inequality aversion models, we find support for the existence of an endow-
ment effect. Without punishment, trust is smaller if the investor’s endowment is high (40 ECUs), relative to the case in which
her endowment is low (10 ECUs). This result is in line with previous findings suggesting that trust decreases as the size of
investors’ endowment increases (e.g., Johansson-Stenman, Mahmud, & Martinsson, 2008; Johansson-Stenman et al., 2005).
Interestingly, the endowment effect vanishes with a high capacity of punishment. If punishment is available, trust in the
(40,10) distribution (19.95%) is roughly the same as in distributions in which the investor’s endowment is low (21.81% and
25.83%). But, trust in the (40,40) distribution is significantly smaller.22
21 One plausible explanation is that investors anticipate that allocators will be inequality-averse (which does not seem to be case, as it is shown in
Section 5.2). It is also possible to assume that other factors such as risk aversion or attitudes to betrayal may be at stake in the trust game (see Bohnet &
Zeckhauser, 2004; Hong & Bohnet, 2007). Thus, investors may believe it is riskier to send money to allocators who are at a disadvantage position because they
would be more likely to betray them.
22 Table 2.B in the appendix reports the p-values of pairwise comparisons between the four different distributions using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test and
provide statistical support for our findings in this section.
Distribution
Treatment (10,40) (40,40) (10,10) (40,10)
NOPUN
0.266
(0.32)
0.151
(0.26)
0.243
(0.34)
0.112
(0.22)
PUN
0.258
(0.34)
0.141
(0.21)
0.219
(0.29)
0.199
(0.29)
t-test (t) 0.887 0.830 0.637 0.017
Wilcoxon test (Z) 0.737 0.950 0.612 0.050
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Fig. 1. The effect of punishment on the level of trust: relative transfer in each distribution.
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Result 1 (Endowment effect). Without punishment, we find no support for an endowment effect, and trust decreases as the
investor’s endowment increases. With punishment, only a high difference between the investor and the allocator’s endowment
prevents the appearance of an endowment effect.
Note that our Result 1 suggests that trust follows the investor’s endowment (i.e., endowment effect) more than endow-
ment differences, in sharp contrast with inequality aversion predictions.
5.1.2. The effects of punishment on trust
Fig. 1 strongly suggests that the distribution of trust is roughly the same with and without punishment, except in the
(40,10) condition, in which the average level of trust nearly doubles (11.2% versus 19.9%). The t-test and the non-
parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test reject the null hypothesis that punishment does not affect the level of trust in the dis-
tribution (40,10), but they fail to reject the same hypothesis in the rest of the distributions.23
Result 2 (Effect of punishment on the level of trust). Punishment fosters the level of trust only if the investor is wealthier than
the allocator. Otherwise, the level of trust is not affected by the possibility of punishment.
This result seems to reject the deterrence hypothesis, which predicts a positive effect of punishment on the level of trust,
regardless of the difference between the investor and the allocator’s endowment. To further discriminate between the deter-
rence hypothesis and models on intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, we next investigate investors’ behavior by considering
the order in which treatments are implemented.
5.1.3. Order effect: trust and crowding-out
In our experimental design, subjects played either with or without punishment in the first part of the session. Fig. 2 pre-
sents changes in the percentage of trust for each distribution, both when the punishment is introduced (solid line) and
removed (dotted line) in the second part of the experiment. The effect of punishment in the pooled data is presented in bars
as a percentage of the level of trust without punishment. Any positive (negative) value of this percentage should then be
interpreted as trust being higher (smaller) with punishment than without.
The deterrence hypothesis predicts that introducing the possibility of punishment should foster trust. Fig. 2, however,
suggests the opposite: the introduction of punishment has a detrimental effect on trust (consistent with a crowding-out
effect), except if the investor is wealthier than the allocator. This is the only case in which punishment does not significantly
change the proportion sent by investors (t = 0.62, p-value = 0.54). Following the same deterrence hypothesis, the extinction
of the institution should be detrimental for the level of trust, we find that the effect is only significant when the investor is
wealthier than the allocator: trust was 70% higher with punishment, going from 26.9% to 7.7% (t = 3.25, p-value = 0.003). In
the rest of the distributions, changes on trusting behavior are also in the positive domain but are never significant
(p-values > 0.208).24
Result 3 (Order effect and trust). The introduction of punishment crowd-outs the level of trust by decreasing the relative amount
sent, unless the investor is wealthier than the allocator. The extinction of punishment is detrimental for the level of trust only when
the investor is wealthier than the allocator.
In a nutshell, our data reject the idea of inequality aversion for the investor’s behavior. As for the effect of punishment, our
findings provide evidence against the deterrence hypothesis and seem to support models on the hidden cost of punishment
(i.e., intrinsic and extrinsic motivation). In the next subsection, we rely on an econometric analysis so as to provide further
evidence in favor of our findings. Because all our findings are in line with our previous discussion, readers may decide to skip
this subsection.
5.1.4. Trust and punishment: econometric analysis
Table 1 presents the maximum-likelihood estimates of a random effects model that controls for unobserved individual
heterogeneity. In our specification, we follow Smith (2011) and Johnson and Mislin (2011), and consider the proportion
of the endowment that the investor sends to the allocator (X/ea) as the dependent variable. The set of independent variables
include the period in which the decision is made (Period), the investor’s net earnings in the previous round (Earnings t-1) and
dummy variables for the existence of punishment (PUN), for the possibility of punishment being the first treatment to be
implemented in the session (PUNFIRST) and for the possibility of subjects having a high level of endowment (i.e., the variable
eHi for i 2 {a,b} takes the value 1 if ei = 40 for i 2 {a,b}, being 0 otherwise).
We include the interaction of some dummies as well as the data collected in the questionnaire such as the investor’s age,
the investor’s gender, or the answer to the attitudinal survey question from the General Social Survey (GSS): ‘‘Generally
speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted or that you cannot be careful in dealing with people?” Column
23 Our results hold when we control for the order in which treatments are implemented. Section 5.1.3 presents the results of a random effects model that also
controls for unobserved individual heterogeneity and take into account the order in which treatments are implemented (see also Table 1.B in Appendix B,
where we estimate a random effect model for each distribution of endowments separately).
24 Note that the solid (dotted) line is in the negative (positive) region indicating that level of trust is always lower in the second treatment to be implemented.
The period and the order in which treatments are implemented might have an effect when the investor chooses how much out of her endowment to send. We
account for this possibility in the regression analysis presented in the section 5.1.3, where we show that our results are robust to these features.
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1 presents the estimates with all the controls. Columns 2 and 3 exclude the order in which treatments are implemented and
the variables collected in the questionnaire respectively.25 In each column, the reported standard errors (in brackets) take into
account matching group clustering.
Specification 1 that controls for the order of the treatments and the demographic variables is our preferred specification.
The baseline model considers that both subjects are endowed with a low level of endowment (10 ECUs) and there is no pun-
ishment. In that context, the estimated effect of punishment is negative and significant, what provides evidence for a
crowding-out effect in the baseline distribution (10,10). The v2-test suggests that introducing punishment has a detrimental
effect also in distributions (10,40) and (40,40) (p-values = 0.089 and 0.039, respectively). There is not a crowding-out effect
when the capacity of punishment is high as the estimated effect of PUN eHa is positive and sufficiently high to compensate the
negative effect of PUN (p-value = 0.677). When we study the effect of removing the punishment, the v2-tests suggest that it
is detrimental for the level of trust if the investor is wealthier than the allocator (p-value < 0.001), while the opposite is not
true (p-values > 0.187). If we do not control for the order in which treatments are implemented (specification 2), we find that
PUN is no longer significant in the baseline distribution; i.e., punishment does not have any effect if both subjects have 10
ECUs. Punishment fosters trust only if the capacity of punishment is high (p-value = 0.036). All these findings confirm Results
2 and 3 and provide further evidence against the deterrence hypothesis.26
Finally, we find that previous net earnings do not affect the level of trust, which decreases over time as already occurs in
other experiments that involve repetition (e.g., public good experiments). In line with previous research, women in our
experiment are estimated to trust less than men (e.g., Buchan, Solnick, & Croson, 2008; Chaudhuri & Gangadharan, 2007;
Eckel & Grossman, 2008; Garbarino & Slonim, 2009; Rigdon, 2009). We also find that those investors who believe that people
can be trusted are likely to send a higher proportion of their endowment.27
5.2. The allocator’s behavior
5.2.1. The effects of endowment heterogeneity on trustworthiness
In this section we explore trustworthiness.28 Fig. 3 presents the average amount allocators send back (Y), the average return
ratio (y ¼ Y=X) and the frequency of trustworthy allocators.
25 The interested reader can see further details on the demographics in Appendix B. In our data, there is no correlation between gender and age (r = 0.06, p-
value = 0.42). The answer to the GSS question is positively correlated with the investor’s age (r = 0.18, p-value = 0.011). The correlation with the investor’s
gender is also positive but weakly significant (r = 0.12, p-value = 0.092).
26 The estimated effects of the high level of endowments (eHa and e
H
b ) and the interaction of the dummy variables do also support the findings summarized in
Result 1 regarding the existence of an endowment effect that is compensated by the capacity of punishment when investors are allowed to punish (see
Appendix B, Table 2.B). Additional results in the order effect are presented in Appendix B, Table 3.B. We also note that our results are robust to other
specifications such as including homegrown trust (i.e., the amount sent by investors in the previous round) or the previous level of trustworthiness (i.e., the
share received by investors in the previous round). We thank the referee for proposing these robustness checks, which are available upon request.
27 This latter result differs from the reported data in Glaeser, Laibson, Scheinkman, and Soutter (2000), where the GSS question does not have any predictive
power on the level of trust. For a discussion about ‘‘trust questions” in the World Value Survey and behavior in the trust game, see Capra, Lanier, and Meer
(2008) and Johnson and Mislin (2011).
28 We only consider allocators who received a positive transfer from investors, as those receiving nothing cannot return any amount. Hereafter, we drop all
observations in which allocators received no money from investors for a meaningful analysis.
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Fig. 2. The effect of introducing and eliminating punishment on the investor’s behavior.
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Without punishment, allocators roughly return 72% of what they receive, consistent with Johnson and Mislin (2011)’s
meta-study. Inequality aversion predicts that allocators will be less likely to reciprocate when their endowment is lower
than the investor’s one. Panel B, however, suggests that allocators’ behaviors is quite consistent across distributions, return-
ing a fraction of what is generated. This, in turn, provides little support for the existence of inequality aversion (see
Rodriguez-Lara, 2014).
Result 4. In the absence of punishment, endowment heterogeneity does not affect the return ratio. In particular, allocators return a
proportion of what is generated that is consistent across distributions.
Result 4 thus suggests that allocators are more reciprocal than inequity-averse. One possible explanation for this behavior
is that allocators do not held themselves responsible for the exogenously determined initial distribution of endowments.
They rather focus on what may be distributed when making their choices.
Table 1
The determinants of trust: random effects regressions.
Model (1) Model (2) Model (3)
Dependent Variable: Investment ratio (x)
Period 0.025** 0.025** 0.025**
(0.011) (0.011) (0.011)
Net earnings t – 1 0.002 0.002 0.002
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
PUN 0.116** 0.029 0.118***
(0.046) (0.045) (0.045)
PUNFIRST 0.061 0.022
(0.067) (0.064)
PUN PUNFIRST 0.176*** 0.176***
(0.055) (0.054)
eHa 0.148*** 0.148*** 0.145***
(0.046) (0.045) (0.047)
eHb 0.004 0.004 0.001
(0.035) (0.035) (0.034)
eHa e
H
b
0.060 0.0592 0.051
(0.044) (0.045) (0.044)
PUN eHa 0.128
*** 0.129*** 0.130***
(0.039) (0.038) (0.038)
PUN eHb 0.0425 0.043 0.044
(0.0474) (0.047) (0.047)
PUN eHa e
H
b
0.138* 0.140* 0.141*
(0.080) (0.080) (0.079)
Women 0.173*** 0.179***
(0.053) (0.052)
Age 0.004 0.005
(0.008) (0.007)
GSS 0.093** 0.101***
(0.041) (0.036)
Constant 0.500*** 0.504*** 0.320***
(0.182) (0.156) (0.057)
ru 0.163 0.160 0.163
re 0.201 0.207 0.201
q 0.397 0.374 0.396
R-square 0.156 0.132 0.072
Wald test (p-value) <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
Number of obs. 288 288 288
Notes: The set of independent variables include the period in which the decision is made, the
investor’s net earnings in the previous round and dummy variables for the existence of punish-
ment (PUN), for the possibility of punishment being the first treatment to be implemented in the
session (PUNFIRST) and for the possibility of subjects having a high level of endowment (i.e., the
variable eHi for i e {a,b} takes the value 1 only if e
H
i = 40 for i e {a,b}, where a (b) stands for the
investor (allocator). We include the interaction of some dummies as well as the data collected in
the questionnaire such as the investor’s age, the investor’s gender, or the answer to the attitudinal
survey question from the General Social Survey (GSS): ‘‘Generally speaking, would you say that
most people can be trusted or that you cannot be careful in dealing with people?” The robust
standard errors take into account matching group clustering and are reported in parentheses.
*** p < 0.01.
** p < 0.05.
* p < 0.1.
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5.2.2. The effects of punishment and endowment heterogeneity
Fig. 3 indicates that the possibility of punishment fosters trustworthiness, except if investors are wealthier than alloca-
tors. In the distribution (40,10), the fear of punishment does not significantly increase the amount that allocators return
(8.409 versus 9.000), the return ratio (0.660 versus 0.711), or the frequency of allocators returning a positive amount
(0.727 versus 0.742). While allocators were expected to reciprocate more if the investor’s capacity of punishment was high,
Fig. 3. The allocator’s behavior in each treatment for each distribution.
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our findings show that any positive effect of punishment on trustworthiness decreases on the difference between the inves-
tor and the allocator’s endowment.
Result 5 (Effect of punishment on the level of trustworthiness). Punishment increases the return ratio and the likelihood of
returning a positive amount, except if the investor is wealthier than the allocator.
Our rationale for Result 5 is that when allocators receive a higher transfer with punishment (as it actually happens when
investors are wealthier than allocators), they might perceive the larger offer as being associated to the possibility of being
sanctioned, rather than to the investor’s intrinsic motivation, being less willing to reciprocate by increasing the return ratio.
To provide some statistical content on this conjecture, we rely on the measure of reciprocity in Berg et al. (1995) and com-
pute the correlation between the amount allocators receive and the return ratio. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient sug-
gests that the return ratio is negatively correlated with the amount received by allocators when there is punishment
(r = 0.19, p-value = 0.032). The correlation is not significant when there is not (r = 0.08, p-value = 0.437).29,30
5.2.3. Order effect: trustworthiness and crowding-out
Fig. 4 depicts the percentage changes in the return ratio when punishment is introduced (solid line) and when it is
removed (dotted line). The effect of the punishment in the pooled data (that is decreasing with the capacity of punishment)
appears as grey bars.
Introducing punishment has a positive effect on trustworthiness, albeit it vanishes as the capacity of punishment
increases. When punishment is removed, the return ratio goes down by roughly 40%, except if the investor is wealthier than
the allocator. In that case, the extinction of the punishment is beneficial for the return ratio, although the effect is not
significant.31
Result 6 (Order effects and trustworthiness). The introduction of punishment fosters the return ratio, except when the investor
is wealthier than the allocator. The extinction of punishment is detrimental for the return ratio only if the investor is wealthier than
the allocator.
These findings provide evidence against Gneezy et al. (2011) hypothesis as described above (the introduction of punish-
ment should decrease (increase) the intrinsic (extrinsic) motivation to reciprocate, and foster trustworthiness when the
capacity of punishment is sufficiently high). In sharp contrast, we find that allocators tend to pay back more with punish-
ment than without punishment, except when the investor is wealthier than the allocator. The econometric analysis in the
next subsection supports our previous findings. In our analysis, neither the allocator’s gender nor the GSS question have a
predictive power on the return ratio.
5.2.4. Trustworthiness and punishment: econometric analysis
Table 2 provides the results of a panel random-effect regression where the dependent variable is the return ratio (y). The
set of independent variables includes the amount of ECUs received from the investor, a dummy for the possibility of having
been punished in the previous round (Punished t-1) and the controls for the period, the previous net earnings, the level of
endowments, the possibility of punishment and the demographic variables.
Specification 1 that controls for the order of the treatments and the demographic variables is again our preferred spec-
ification. The baseline model considers that both subjects are endowed with a low level of endowment (10 ECUs) and there is
no punishment. In that context, endowments (eHa and e
H
b ) do not have any effect on the return ratio in the absence of pun-
ishment, thus we fail to support the hypothesis of inequality aversion. With punishment, however, we find that investors
tend to return less as the investors’ capacity of punishment increases. Thus, we find significant differences in behavior using
the v2-test when we compare the return ratio in the distribution (10, 40) and the distribution (40,10) (p-value < 0.07).32
Although there is no effect of punishment in the baseline distribution, we find that the effect of punishment on the return
behavior depends on endowment heterogeneity. Take, for example, the distributions (10,40) and (40,10). We find that intro-
ducing punishment in the former distribution has a positive effect on the return ratio (p-value = 0.031), whereas eliminating
punishment has a significant negative effect on the return ratio (p-value = 0.026). There is no effect, however, of introducing
or eliminating punishment in the distribution (40,10) (p-values = 0.451 and 0.540 respectively).
29 Although previous studies do not allow for punishment, our results in the absence of punishment are consistent with Berg et al. (1995). Chaudhuri and
Gangadharan (2007) find ‘‘substantial evidence in favor of positive reciprocity in the sense that receivers do return money to the senders and the amount
returned is positively correlated with the amount received” (p. 960). The same conclusion is found in Rigdon (2009). Our data do also provide a significant and
positive correlation between the amount sent by investors and the amount returned by allocators at the 1% significance level (NOPUN: rs = 0.37, p-
value < 0.0001; PUN: rs = 0.38, p-value < 0.0001). We do not rely on these correlations to analyze reciprocity because ‘‘absolute amounts sent and amounts
received will bias the correlation statistic upwards, i.e., low amounts sent preclude some high returns” (Berg et al., 1995, p. 131).
30 As it was the case for investors, a detailed analysis of the allocator’s behavior can be found in Section 5.2.3. The results are in line with the descriptive
statistics presented in Fig. 3, and suggest a positive effect of punishment in the return ratio, except if the capacity of punishment is high.
31 Our regression analysis in Appendix B supports these findings and suggest that there is no order effect in the sense that punishment is always higher with
punishment, except in the (40,10) distribution, and this is true regardless of the order in which the PUN treatment is implemented.
32 We report the value of the v2-tests for pairwise comparisons across distributions in Appendix B, Table 4.B. We find that () show that the order in which
treatments are implemented is not important to explain the allocator’s behavior in Appendix B, Table 5.B.
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Our estimates indicate that the amount that allocators received from investors, the allocator’s net earnings in the previous
rounds or the fact that allocators were punished in the previous round, do not have any predictive value when estimating the
return ratio. Note that this latter result is perfectly in line with our experimental design as we are using a perfect-stranger
protocol. Finally, our results indicate that the return behavior is gender invariant as already suggested in Rigdon (2009), and
that the GSS question has no predictive power on the allocator’s behavior.
5.3. Efficiency of punishment and punishing behavior
In the trust game, investors’ decision is linked to efficiency gains. Our results in Section 5.1 indicate that investors send a
higher proportion of their endowment when they are wealthier than allocators. Given that punishment is costly for both the
investor and the allocator, we do control for the cost of punishment to assess any net efficiency gain. We use the sum of ini-
tial endowments as a reference point (0% in the horizontal axe) and we measure any efficiency gains (EG) relative to the
same game played without punishment. Fig. 5 plots changes in earnings for every distribution and treatment, as a percent-
age of the surplus obtained in the trust game using the measure EG = ðpa þ pbÞ=ðea þ ebÞ  1.
The first column plots the percentage of generated surplus in the corresponding treatment without punishment as a nat-
ural benchmark. The second column plots the interim payoffs; that is, the surplus generated as a percentage net of punish-
ment costs (i.e., the efficiency gains before investors employ the punishment). The third column shows the ratio between
final payoffs and initial endowment once punishment has taken place, and its cost has been accounted for. Errors bar reflect
one standard error.
As already suggested by Result 2, we find no interim efficiency gains associated to punishment, except if the investor’s
capacity of punishment is high (p-value = 0.017).33
Final earnings with punishment (column 3) are not significantly different from initial endowments (the 0% value in the
vertical axe), except in the distribution with high capacity of punishment, where final payoffs are larger than the sum of ini-
tial endowments (p-value = 0.048). Comparing columns 2 and 3, we see that investors do not refrain from punishing in any
distribution (p-values < 0.002). Punishment generates significant efficiency losses in every distribution relative to the base-
line (with no punishment, first column) (p-values < 0.018). The only distribution in which final earnings with and without
punishment do not differ is again the one in which the capacity of punishment is high (p-value = 0.653).34
Result 7 (Efficiency of punishment). Investors punish allocators in all the distributions and destroy any (possible) efficiency
gains. Only if the investor is wealthier than the allocator, the sum of the final payoffs with punishment is larger than the sum of the
initial endowments. In the rest of distributions the final payoffs with punishment are not significantly different from the initial
endowments.
33 The reported test statistics in this section are based on the t-test for difference in efficiency gains. All tests reported use a two-sided alternative. Using a
non-parametric analysis does not change the statistical results.
34 Overall, these results suggest that investors decide to punish and generate efficiency losses, as already found in public good experiments (Chaudhuri, 2011).
The interested reader can consult Appendix B (Table 6.B) to see how investors and allocators’ earnings are affected by the possibility of punishment. Our results
indicate that punishment decreases investors’ payoffs only if the investor is wealthier than the allocator, while allocators’ earnings are lower with punishment
than without punishment in all distributions except in the one in which the investor is wealthier than the allocator.
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Fig. 4. The effect of introducing and eliminating punishment on the allocator’s behavior.
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As for punishing behavior, inequality aversion, reciprocity and the capacity of punishment posit different predictions
depending on endowment heterogeneity and decisions in the trust game. Table 3 presents the maximum-likelihood esti-
mates of a random effects model that controls for unobserved individual heterogeneity. Our first specification provides some
insights into whether or not investors decided to punish (i.e., the dependent variable is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the
investor punished the allocator).35 We consider the return ratio (y ¼ Y=X) as a measure of reciprocity. The set of independent
Table 2
The determinants of trustworthiness: random effects regressions.
Model (1) Model (2) Model (3)
Dependent variable: return ratio (Y/X)
Amount received (X) 0.001 0.005 0.003
(0.009) (0.009) (0.009)
Period 0.065 0.074 0.066
(0.077) (0.076) (0.076)
Net earnings t – 1 0.0004 0.0001 0.0004
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Punished t – 1 0.240 0.280 0.208
(0.194) (0.188) (0.193)
PUN 0.470* 0.397 0.435
(0.275) (0.245) (0.270)
PUNFIRST 0.240 0.206
(0.215) (0.220)
PUN x PUNFIRST 0.033 0.009
(0.253) (0.250)
eHa 0.111 0.091 0.101
(0.266) (0.265) (0.265)
eHb 0.068 0.129 0.112
(0.252) (0.244) (0.249)
eHa e
H
b
0.291 0.324 0.277
(0.354) (0.352) (0.352)
PUN eHa 0.252 0.264 0.253
(0.339) (0.337) (0.335)
PUN eHb 0.152 0.191 0.206
(0.334) (0.328) (0.329)
PUN eHa e
H
b
0.001 0.030 0.024
(0.478) (0.475) (0.471)
Women 0.054 0.062
(0.158) (0.164)
Age 0.0459* 0.041*
(0.024) (0.025)
GSS 0.005 0.062
(0.211) (0.216)
Constant 0.510 0.473 0.548*
(0.613) (0.628) (0.296)
ru 0.316 0.354 0.375
re 0.700 0.695 0.691
q 0.169 0.206 0.227
R-square 0.162 0.138 0.127
Wald test (p-value) 0.037 0.034 0.033
Number of obs. 153 153 153
Notes: The set of independent variables include the amount that allocators receive, the period in
which the decision is made, the investor’s net earnings in the previous round and dummy variables
for the possibility of being punished the previous round, for existence of punishment (PUN), for the
possibility of punishment being the first treatment to be implemented in the session (PUNFIRST)
and for the possibility of subjects having a high level of endowment (i.e., the variable eHi for i e {a,b}
takes the value 1 only if eHi = 40 for i e {a,b}, where a (b) stands for the investor (allocator). We
include the interaction of some dummies as well as the data collected in the questionnaire such as
the investor’s age, the investor’s gender, or the answer to the attitudinal survey question from the
General Social Survey (GSS): ‘‘Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted
or that you cannot be careful in dealing with people?” The robust standard errors take into account
matching group clustering and are reported in parentheses.
***p < 0.01.
**p < 0.05.
* p < 0.1.
35 We focus the econometric analysis on investors who decided to trust as they are the ones allowed to punish. The interested reader on the Spearman
correlation coefficients can see Appendix B, Table 7.B.
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variables include the period in which decision is made, earnings in the previous round, the levels of endowments, the order in
which punishment was implemented and the demographic variables. Column 2 replicates the analysis when the dependent
variable is the amount P that investors devote to punish. Column 3 reports the estimates when we constraint our analysis to
investors who decided to punish. The reported standard errors in each column (in brackets) take into account matching group
clustering.
Our results highlight that investors care about reciprocity in that the return ratio affects both the likelihood of punish-
ment and the amount devoted to punish. In particular, the higher the return ratio is, the less likely (and less harshly) inves-
tors punish. Interestingly enough, the levels of endowment do not seem to affect punishment behavior except for the
likelihood of punishment, which depends negatively on the allocator’s endowment. This result suggests that investors are
less likely to punish when allocators are wealthier than they are what, in turn, provides no much evidence in favor of
inequality aversion. Arguably, the capacity of punishment seems to be the main determinant of punishing behavior.
Result 8 (Punishing behavior). Investors are more likely to punish allocators if the return ratio is low (consistent with the
existence of reciprocity concerns). Invertors do not seem to use punishment to equalize payoffs, so that inequality-aversion does not
explain their behavior. The capacity of punishment, however, seems to play an important role as investors punish less frequently
when allocators are wealthier than they are.
6. Discussion and concluding remarks
In this paper, we have studied how the endowment heterogeneity influence trust and trustworthiness in a simple but
well-known strategic setting: the trust game (Berg et al., 1995). Using a within-subjects design, we manipulated both the
investor and allocator’s endowment and find that endowment heterogeneity plays no role in explaining the level of trust
or trustworthiness in the trust game without punishment, except in that the proportion sent by investors decrease with
her endowment (see Johansson-Stenman et al., 2005, 2008). The endowment effect disappears with punishment. These find-
ings provides little support for models of social inequality-aversion (see Bereby-Meyer and Niederle (2005), Chowdhury and
Jeon (2014), Rodriguez-Lara (2014), for similar results), suggesting that behavior in the trust game may be ‘‘altruism plus” as
already pointed out in Cox (2004) and Cox, Kerschbamer et al. (2014).36
Interestingly, endowment heterogeneity does play a major role in explaining changes in behavior when we allow inves-
tors to punish allocators. If the investor is wealthier than the allocator, punishment fosters trust, although it fails otherwise.
As for trustworthiness, the effect is just the opposite. Allocators are less willing to pay back with punishment than without
punishment when investors are wealthier. In the other distributions, the possibility of punishment increases the return ratio.
Punishment also generates a crowding out effect in trust across all distributions, except when the investor is wealthier than
the allocator. Symmetrically, the extinction of punishment is detrimental for the return ratio in all distributions, except in
the distribution in which the investor is wealthier than the allocator.
Overall, these findings are hardly coherent with the deterrence hypothesis or models of inequality aversion, but are more
consistent with an explanation based on the hidden cost of punishment (i.e., intrinsic and extrinsic motivation). This liter-
ature highlights two distinct effects of sanctions. First, the incentive effect makes the incentivized behavior more attractive
(as in Prendergast, 1999), increasing the extrinsic motivation to give and reciprocate. Second, the introduction of punishment
has an opposite psychological effect on intrinsic motivation, causing a crowding-out effect (see Deci et al., 1999; Frey, 1997;
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Fig. 5. Efficiency gains in each distribution comparing the sum of the final payoffs and the sum of the initial endowments.
36 Cox (2004) compares investors’ giving when allocators are endowed and when they are not so as to isolate the effect of trust from the one of altruism.
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Gneezy et al., 2011). This later effect is absent in the deterrence hypothesis that would never predict a negative effect of pun-
ishment on the level of trust and trustworthiness. Although this possibility is not excluded by models based on the hidden
cost of punishment, the incentive effect should dominate the crowding-out effect when the stick is sufficiently high, that is,
when investors are wealthier than allocators.
In our paper, investors’ behavior is in line with the ‘‘pay-enough-or-do-not-pay-at-all” idea, as described in Gneezy and
Rustichini (2000a) and Gneezy et al. (2011), which would plead for increasing the differences in endowments in favor of the
investors to foster the level of trust.37 When we analyze the level of efficiency, we indeed observe that sanctions wipe out the
potential benefits of trust in almost every combination of endowments. Only if the investor is wealthier than the allocator, the
sum of the final payoffs with punishment is larger than the sum of the initial endowments. In the rest of distributions the final
payoffs with punishment are not significantly different from the initial endowments.
Table 3
The determinants of punishment: random effects regressions.
Model (1) Model (2) Model (3)
Dependent variables: Probability of punishment (Model (1)) and amount devoted to punish
(Models (2) and (3))
Return ratio (Y/X) 0.157*** 1.236** 2.965**
(0.06) (0.51) (1.32)
Period 0.096* 0.456 1.243
(0.05) (0.59) (0.85)
Earnings t – 1 0.001 0.042 0.057
(0.004) (0.03) (0.05)
PUNFIRST 0.012 1.197 0.802
(0.12) (1.318) (2.51)
eHa 0.032 1.268 1.365
(0.15) (1.15) (2.10)
eHb 0.197
* 0.051 0.421
(0.11) (0.74) (1.30)
eHa e
H
b
0.157 0.270 1.469
(0.17) (1.70) (3.20)
Women 0.133 0.932 1.937
(0.15) (1.29) (2.52)
Age 0.067** 0.285 0.147
(0.03) (0.18) (0.90)
GSS 0.341* 0.911 2.289
(0.18) (1.14) (5.68)
Constant 0.595 0.048 7.343
(0.89) (4.33) (18.85)
ru 0.239 2.116 4.163
re 0.363 3.382 2.343
q 0.301 0.281 0.759
R-square 0.253 0.234 0.367
Wald test (p-value) 0.000 0.000 0.000
Number of obs. 82 82 32
Notes: The first model estimates the likelihood of punishment. The second model estimates the
amount devoted to punishment. The third one replicates this analysis when we constraint to those
investors who decided to punish a positive amount. The set of independent variables include the
return ratio, the period in which the decision is made, the investor’s earnings in the previous round
and dummy variables for the possibility of punishment being the first treatment to be imple-
mented in the session (PUNFIRST). We control for endowment heterogeneity with dummy vari-
ables (e.g., the variable eHi for i e {a,b} takes the value 1 only if e
H
i = 40 for i e {a,b}, where a (b)
stands for the investor (allocator), respectively). We include the data collected in the questionnaire
such as the investor’s age, the investor’s gender, or the answer to the attitudinal survey question
from the General Social Survey (GSS): ‘‘Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be
trusted or that you cannot be careful in dealing with people?” The robust standard errors take into
account matching group clustering and are reported in parentheses.
*** p < 0.01.
** p < 0.05.
* p < 0.1.
37 In our setting, there is an additional effect on behavior due to the fact that trust determines, together with the endowment heterogeneity, the credibility of
sanctions. When the capacity of punishment is low, that is when allocators are wealthier than investors, the later ones may want to keep money in their pocket
to make sanctions credible. This credibility effect is naturally weaker when the capacity of punishment is high; i.e., when investors are wealthier than allocators.
This idea is consistent with our results. Punishment fosters trust only when the stick is big because the incentive effect dominates the crowding effect (as models
on intrinsic and extrinsic motivation predict), but also because investors are not prisoners of the necessity of making sanctions credible, by sending less, when
the capacity of punishment is high.
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Our results also suggest that allocators do not respond to incentives as investors do. When sanctions are available, the
positive incentive effect of sanctions on trustworthiness is dominated by the crowding-out effect when the investors’ capacity
of punishment is too high. Interestingly, this seems to indicate that the ‘‘pay-enough-or-do-not-pay-at-all” does not always
operate for allocators. One possible explanation for allocators’ behavior relies on the fairness of sanctions. Previous evidence
in public good games concluded that sanctions might backfire if perceived as unfair (e.g., Denant-Boemont, Masclet, &
Noussair, 2007; Nikiforakis, 2008). In the trust game, the negative effect of sanctions has always been reported in contexts
in which investors punished for free (Fehr & List, 2004; Fehr & Rockenbach, 2003; Houser et al., 2008). In our experiment, the
negative effect of costly punishment on trustworthiness only survives when the capacity of punishment is high.
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